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40-page storybook based on the colorful and inspiring life of Mary Blair, the creative mind
behind It's a "Small World", and concept artist for "Cinderella", "Peter Pan", "Alice in Wonderland"
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The book is beautifully written and illustrated. But come on. It’s put together upside down. It’s
an otherwise beautiful book, and the construction isn’t the author’s fault. But it’s abundantly clear
the publisher rushed production and the quality of the physical book suffered. I expect better
from Disney.”

CaliMan, “Disappointed.. then not so much.. Initially I was quite upset to find there is none of
Mary Blair’s art in this book - it’s illustrated by another artist! I guess I should’ve payed more
attention before purchasing. Anyway, I was going to send it back or give it away until I gave the
book a 2nd look and realized the art was composed of cut paper with rich colors by illustrator
Brittany Lee. The effort put in to the illustrations and the quality of the work made me ultimately
change my mind and keep the book after all!  :)”

katherine, “Beautiful book!. Wow is this book beautiful! I bought it and "pencils, pens, and
brushes: a great girls guide to disney animation" as a gift for the little girl I nanny as something to
entertain her durring quarantine. She loves reading about strong women, she loves Disney, and
she is an amazing artist so I thought that this book would be the perfect match and boy was I
right!!! It's a very sweet story telling about Mary's life and work, and absaloutly beautiful paper
cut illustrations. I would highly highly recommend this book, and am actually going to buy 2
more copies of it, one for myself, and one for my niece.”

Bruce B., “Great Book about Mary Blair. This is a very fun book about the fantastic Mary Blair.
The book is a very simple history of Mary Blair and her raise to become a Disney Legend. The
art work is very much in keeping with the art of Mary Blair. Beautiful use of colors and shapes.
The story is very simple. It is only about 30 pages long. This book is likely perfect for someone
who is starting out as a budding artist. If you have a girl or boy looking for inspiration this is the
book for them. It is not a detailed book. But a fine addition to a collection about the artists who
contributed to Disneyland.”

Maelana, “What Can I Say? It's Brittney Lee + Mary Blair. I LOVE this book. Brittney Lee's style
is so iconic and fascinating. She uses cut paper to illustrate this novel - using some of the same
techniques as Mary Blair herself. There is information on Mary's life, told in story book form, from



her early years to her trips around the world. The artwork and script flow together perfectly. Mary
was already a very interesting artist by her own right, so it's absolutely FANTASTIC that this
homage fits her colorful style.”

Lucile, “Très beau livre. Livré en excellent état, très beau libreTexte en anglais, mais facile à
comprendre. Les illustrations sont Magnifiques”

The book by Duncan Tonatiuh has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 459 people have provided feedback.
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